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What it tells us about the 
Universe?
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STANDARD MODEL

Problem: all particles are massless!
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THE HIGGS MECHANISM 4



THE HIGGS MECHANISM 5



HOW TO GIVE MASS TO PARTICLES? 6

• Imagine a particle interacting with a scalar field in CM:  

  

• Plugging it in the Euler-Lagrange equation we get:  

• If we switch to the STR, the free particle Lagrangian becomes: 

 

• How can we couple it to a scalar field? 

• Option  reduces to  in the limit v << c.

LCM =
1
2

m ·x2 − gϕ(t, x)

m··x = − g
∂ϕ(t, x)

∂x

LSTR = − mc2 1 −
·x2

c2

LSTR = − [mc2 + gϕ(t, x)] 1 −
·x2

c2
LCM



HOW TO GIVE MASS TO PARTICLES? 7

• If we again plug it in the Euler-Lagrange equation, we get: 

 

• or in the limit of v<<c 

 

• A very interesting and beautiful thing happens if the scalar field is constant 
: 

 
• A particle of mass  interacting with the constant scalar field  moves like a 

free particle of mass  !

d
dt

(m + gϕ(t, x)) ·x

1 − ·x2/c2
= − g

∂ϕ(t, x)
∂x

1 −
·x2

c2

d
dt

[(m + gϕ(t, x)) ·x] = − g
∂ϕ(t, x)

∂x

ϕ(t, x) = C
(m + gϕ(t, x))··x = 0

m ϕ
m + ϕ



IT IS NOT THAT SIMPLE!

Symmetries: 
- Global Poincare 
- Local   SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1)

8

*Simply adding the mass term 
in the Lagrangian completely destroys 

the symmetries and in turn laws 
of conservation!



SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING 9
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BROKEN SYMMETRY AND THE MASS OF GAUGE VECTOR MESONS*

F. Englert and R. Brout
Faculte des Sciences, Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, Belgium

(Received 26 June 1964)

It is of interest to inquire whether gauge
vector mesons acquire mass through interac-
tion'; by a gauge vector meson we mean a
Yang-Mills field' associated with the extension
of a Lie group from global to local symmetry.
The importance of this problem resides in the
possibility that strong-interaction physics orig-
inates from massive gauge fields related to a
system of conserved currents. ' In this note,
we shall show that in certain cases vector
mesons do indeed acquire mass when the vac-
uum is degenerate with respect to a compact
Lie group.
Theories with degenerate vacuum (broken

symmetry) have been the subject of intensive
study since their inception by Nambu. ' ' A
characteristic feature of such theories is the
possible existence of zero-mass bosons which
tend to restore the symmetry. 'y' We shall
show that it is precisely these singularities
which maintain the gauge invariance of the
theory, despite the fact that the vector meson
acquires mass.
~e shall first treat the case where the orig-

inal fields are a set of bosons qA which trans-
form as a basis for a representation of a com-
pact Lie group. This example should be con-
sidered as a rather general phenomenological
model. As such, we shall not study the par-
ticular mechanism by which the symmetry is
broken but simply assume that such a mech-
anism exists. A calculation performed in low-
est order perturbation theory indicates that

those vector mesons which are coupled to cur-
rents that "rotate" the original vacuum are the
ones which acquire mass [see Eq. (6)].
~e shall then examine a particular model

based on chirality invariance which may have a
more fundamental significance. Here we begin
with a chirality-invariant Lagrangian and intro-
duce both vector and pseudovector gauge fields,
thereby guaranteeing invariance under both local
phase and local y, -phase transformations. In
this model the gauge fields themselves may break
the y, invariance leading to a mass for the orig-
inal Fermi field. ~e shall show in this case
that the pseudovector field acquires mass.
In the last paragraph we sketch a simple

argument which renders these results reason-
able.
(1) Lest the simplicity of the argument be

shrouded in a cloud of indices, we first con-
sider a one-parameter Abelian group, repre-
senting, for example, the phase transformation
of a charged boson; we then present the general-
ization to an arbitrary compact Lie group.
The interaction between the y and the A &fields is

H. =ieA y~8 y-e'y*yA Aint p. p, p, p,
'

where y =(y, +iy, )/v2. We shall break the
symmetry by fixing &y) e0 in the vacuum, with
the phase chosen for convenience such that
&V) =&q ') =&q,)/~2.
%'e shall assume that the application of the
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BROKEN SYMMETRIES AND THE MASSES OF GAUGE BOSONS

Peter W. Higgs
Tait Institute of Mathematical Physics, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland

(Received 31 August 1964)

In a recent note' it was shown that the Gold-
stone theorem, ' that Lorentz-covaria. nt field
theories in which spontaneous breakdown of
symmetry under an internal Lie group occurs
contain zero-mass particles, fails if and only if
the conserved currents associated with the in-
ternal group are coupled to gauge fields. The
purpose of the present note is to report that,
as a consequence of this coupling, the spin-one
quanta of some of the gauge fields acquire mass;
the longitudinal degrees of freedom of these par-
ticles (which would be absent if their mass were
zero) go over into the Goldstone bosons when the
coupling tends to zero. This phenomenon is just
the relativistic analog of the plasmon phenome-
non to which Anderson' has drawn attention:
that the scalar zero-mass excitations of a super-
conducting neutral Fermi gas become longitudi-
nal plasmon modes of finite mass when the gas
is charged.
The simplest theory which exhibits this be-

havior is a gauge-invariant version of a model
used by Goldstone' himself: Two real' scalar
fields y„y, and a real vector field A interact
through the Lagrangian density

2 2
L =-&(&v ) -@'7v )1 2

2 2 ~ JL(,V—V(rp + y ) -P'1 2 P,v

where

V p =~ p -eA
1 jL(, 1 p, 2'

p2 +eA {p1'

F =8 A -BA
PV P, V V

e is a dimensionless coupling constant, and the
metric is taken as -+++. I. is invariant under
simultaneous gauge transformations of the first
kind on y, + iy, and of the second kind on A
Let us suppose that V'(cpa') = 0, V"(&p,') ) 0; then
spontaneous breakdown of U(1) symmetry occurs.
Consider the equations [derived from (1) by
treating ~y„ay„and A & as small quantities]
governing the propagation of small oscillations

about the "vacuum" solution y, (x) =0, y, (x) = y, :
s "(s (np )-ep A )=0,1 0 (2a)

(&'-4e,'V"(y,')f(&y, ) = 0, (2b)

s r"'=eq (s"(c,p, ) ep A-t.
V 0 1 0 p,

(2c)

Pv 2 2
8 B =0, 8 t" +e y 8 =0.

v 0 (4)

Equation (4) describes vector waves whose quanta
have (bare) mass ey, . In the absence of the gauge
field coupling (e =0) the situation is quite differ-
ent: Equations (2a) and (2c) describe zero-mass
scalar and vector bosons, respectively. In pass-
ing, we note that the right-hand side of (2c) is
just the linear approximation to the conserved
current: It is linear in the vector potential,
gauge invariance being maintained by the pres-
ence of the gradient term. '
When one considers theoretical models in

which spontaneous breakdown of symmetry under
a semisimple group occurs, one encounters a
variety of possible situations corresponding to
the various distinct irreducible representations
to which the scalar fields may belong; the gauge
field always belongs to the adjoint representa-
tion. ' The model of the most immediate inter-
est is that in which the scalar fields form an
octet under SU(3): Here one finds the possibil-
ity of two nonvanishing vacuum expectation val-
ues, which may be chosen to be the two Y=0,
I3=0 members of the octet. There are two
massive scalar bosons with just these quantum
numbers; the remaining six components of the
scalar octet combine with the corresponding
components of the gauge-field octet to describe

Equation (2b) describes waves whose quanta have
(bare) mass 2po(V"(yo'))'"; Eqs. (2a) and (2c)
may be transformed, by the introduction of new
var iables

fl =A -(ey ) '8 (n, (p ),
p. 0 p, 1'

G =8 B -BB =F
IL(.V p. V V p, LL(V

into the form
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from one or more compound states, probably in
the 'P and S configurations. '~'
The position of the hydrogen resonance on the

energy scale is in very good agreement with the-
oretical predictions, which range from 9.6 to
9.8 ev.
Because of the difficulty of the present experi-

ment the author had to seek advice on many as-
pects of the experiment. He is indebted to A. O.
McCoubrey, R. F. C. Vessot, and F. Kaufman
for advice on handling of atomic hydrogen; to
B.R. McAvoy, J. L. Pack, and J. L. Moruzzi
for advice on and loan of high-power microwave
equipment; to A. V. Phelps and P. J. Chantry for
frequent discussions; and to %. J. Uhlig, J. Kear-
ney, and H. T. Garstka for technical assistance.
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GLOBAL CONSERVATION LAWS AND MASSLESS PARTICLES*

G. S. Guralnik, f C. R. Hagen, f.and T. %. B. Kibble
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In all of the fairly numerous attempts to date to
formulate a consistent field theory possessing a
broken symmetry, Goldstone's remarkable the-
orem' has played an important role. This theo-
rem, briefly stated, asserts that if there exists
a conserved operator Q; such that

[q.,a (x)j=Q f. .„X (x),

and if it is possible consistently to take Q&f. &k ggk
x(OIAy I 0)t 0, then A (x) has a zero-mass par-
ticle in its spectrum. It has more recently been
observed that the assumed Lorentz invariance
essential to the proof' may allow one the hope of
avoiding such massless particles through the in-

troduction of vector gauge fields and the conse-
quent breakdown of manifest covariance. ' This,
of course, represents a departure from the as-
sumptions of the theorem, and a limitation on
its applicability which in no way reflects on the
general validity of the proof.
In this note we shall show, within the frame-

work of a simple soluble field theory, that it is
possible consistently to break a symmetry (in
the sense that Q~t;&~(OIA~ I 0) x 0) without requir-
ing that A(x) excite a zero-mass particle. While
this result might suggest a general procedure
for the elimination of unwanted massless bosons,
it will be seen that this has been accomplished
by giving up the global conservation law usually
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SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 10



Now it is time to check if the 
nature is really like that!
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C O L L I D I N G  P R O T O N S
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T H E O R Y  C O L L E A G U E S  U S E  S M  T O  C A L C U L AT E  
P R O B A B I L I T I E S

+
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HIGGS BOSON PRODUCTION AND DECAY
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µl = e, 
τν,µν,eν = ν

q = udscb

bbν± l→WH 

bb-l+ l→ZH 

b ttb→ttH 

-τ+τ →VBF H 

-τ+τ

γγ

qqν± l→WW 

ν
-lν+ l→WW 

qq-l+ l→ZZ 

νν-l+ l→ZZ 
-l+l-l+ l→ZZ 

Only one Higgs boson produced in 1.000.000.000 pp collisions!

… and it decays almost immediately!



H O W  D O  W E  L O O K  F O R  I T ?

Pl1

Pl2
Pl3

Pl4

PH = Pl1 + Pl2 + Pl3 + Pl4

m2
Hc4 = E2 − p2

Hc2
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THE COMPACT MUON SOLENOID DETECTOR 

Silicon tracker 
Pixel: 100⨉150 μm2, 65 M channels 

Microstrips: 80⨉150 μm2, 9.6 M channels

ECAL 
Cylindrical barrel (EB), D-shaped endcap (EE) 

Made of lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals

HCAL 
Brass + plastic scintilator

Superconducting solenoid 
Niobium titanium coil carrying 18000 A

Muon chambers 
Barrel: 250 Drift Tubes, 480 Resistive Plate Chambers 
Endcaps: 468 Cathode Strips, 432 Resistive Plate Chambers

Preshower 
Silicon strips, 16 m2, 

137000 channels
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C M S  T R I G G E R



ELECTRON RECONSTRUCTION 20



MUON RECONSTRUCTION 21
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WHAT WE MEASURED 24



MEASURED + EXPECTED 25



WE HAVE ALL AGREED…

p-value Significance (σ) Agreement

0.159 1 σ < 2  normal

0.023 2 2 < σ < 3  interesting

1.35E-03 3
3 < σ < 5  evidence

3.17E-05 4

2.87E-07 5 σ > 5  discovery
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Discovery
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A POWERFUL TOOL - BLIND ANALYSIS 28



SOMETHING IS THERE! 29



P-VALUE SCAN 30



ATLAS RESULTS 31
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CMS H→𝜸𝜸 33



CMS COMBINATION

Significance = 5σ @ 125.5 GeV
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ATLAS COMBINATION

Significance = 5.9σ @ 126.5 GeV
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A L L  M E A S U R E D  P R O P E R T I E S  A G R E E  W I T H  T H E  
P R E D I C T I O N S  F O R  T H E  S M  H I G G S  B O S O N !

• What are the charge, spin and parity of particle X? What is the mass? 

• Is the new particle produced as predicted for the SM Higgs boson? 

• Does it decay as predicted for the SM Higgs boson?  

• Does particle X interact with other known elementary particles as 
predicted for the SM Higgs boson?
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The Nobel Prize in Physics 2013
The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has decided to award the Nobel Prize in Physics for 2013 to

François Englert and Peter W. Higgs are jointly 
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics 2013 for the 
theory of how particles acquire mass. In 1964, they 
proposed the theory independently of each other 
(Englert together with his now deceased colleague 
Robert Brout). In 2012, their ideas were confirmed 
by the discovery of a so called Higgs particle at the 
CERN laboratory outside Geneva in Switzerland.

The awarded theory is a central part of the Standard 
Model of particle physics that describes how the world is 
constructed. According to the Standard Model, every-
thing, from flowers and people to stars and planets, 
consists of just a few building blocks: matter particles. 
These particles are governed by forces mediated by force 
particles that make sure everything works as it should.

The entire Standard Model also rests on the existence 
of a special kind of particle: the Higgs particle. This 
particle originates from an invisible field that fills up 
all space. Even when the universe seems empty this 
field is there. Without it, we would not exist, because 
it is from contact with the field that particles acquire 
mass. The theory proposed by Englert and Higgs 
describes this process.

On 4 July 2012, at the CERN laboratory for particle 
physics, the theory was confirmed by the discovery of a 
Higgs particle. CERN’s particle collider, LHC (Large 

Hadron Collider), is probably the largest and the most 
complex machine ever constructed by humans. Two 
research groups of some 3,000 scientists each, ATLAS 
and CMS, managed to extract the Higgs particle from 
billions of particle collisions in the LHC.

Even though it is a great achievement to have found 
the Higgs particle — the missing piece in the Standard 
Model puzzle — the Standard Model is not the final 
piece in the cosmic puzzle. One of the reasons for this 
is that the Standard Model treats certain particles, 
neutrinos, as being virtually massless, whereas recent 
studies show that they actually do have mass. Another 
reason is that the model only describes visible matter, 
which only accounts for one fifth of all matter in the 
cosmos. To find the mysterious dark matter is one of 
the objectives as scientists continue the chase of 
unknown particles at CERN.

François Englert, Belgian citizen. Born 1932 in Etterbeek, Bel-
gium. Ph.D. 1959 from Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, 
Belgium. Professor Emeritus at Université Libre de Bruxelles, 
Brussels, Belgium. 
www.ulb.ac.be/sciences/physth/people_FEnglert.html 

Peter W. Higgs, UK citizen. Born 1929 in Newcastle upon Tyne, 
UK. Ph.D. 1954 from King’s College, University of London, UK. 
Professor emeritus at University of Edinburgh, UK. 
www.ph.ed.ac.uk/higgs/ 

Prize amount: SEK 8 million, to be shared equally between the Laureates.
Further information: http://kva.se and http://nobelprize.org 
Contacts: Perina Stjernlöf, Press Officer, Phone +46 8 673 95 44, +46 70 673 96 50, perina.stjernlof@kva.se 
Annika Moberg, Editor, Phone +46 8 673 95 22, +46 70 325 32 18, annika.moberg@kva.se

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, founded in 1739, is an independent organization whose overall objective is to promote the sciences and 
strengthen their influence in society. The Academy takes special responsibility for the natural sciences and mathematics, but endeavours to promote 
the exchange of ideas between various disciplines.

Here, at last!

8 October 2013
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François Englert   Peter W. Higgs 
Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium University of Edinburgh, UK 

“for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our understanding of the 
origin of mass of subatomic particles, and which recently was confirmed through the discovery 
of the predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN’s  
Large Hadron Collider” 
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18

sections.611

A set of THU uncertainties is considered as NPs in the likelihood fit when signal strength612

modifiers, rather than STXS, are measured. In the STXS framework, THU uncertainties only613

enter at the interpretation step and are thus applied only to the SM cross section predictions.614

Additional theoretical effects that only cause migration of signal and background events be-615

tween categories originate from the modeling of the hadronization and the underlying event.616

The underlying event modeling uncertainty is determined by varying initial- and final-state617

radiation scales between 0.25 and 4 times their nominal value. The effects of the modeling of618

hadronization are determined by simulating additional events with the variation of the nomi-619

nal PYTHIA tune described in Section 3.620

10 Results621

The reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 4 for the 4e, 4µ622

and 2e2µ events together, and is compared with the expectations for signal and background623

processes. The error bars on the data points correspond to the intervals at 68% confidence624

level (CL) [116]. The observed distribution agrees with the expectation within the statistical625

uncertainties over the whole spectrum.626
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Figure 4: Four-lepton mass distribution, m4`, up to 500 GeV with 4 GeV bin size (left) and in
the low-mass range with 2 GeV bin size (right). Points with error bars represent the data and
stacked histograms represent the expected distributions for the signal and background pro-
cesses. The SM Higgs boson signal with mH = 125 GeV, denoted as H(125), the ZZ and rare
electroweak backgrounds are normalized to the SM expectation, the Z+X background to the
estimation from data.

The reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 5 for the three 4`627

final states and is compared with the expectations from signal and background processes.628

The number of candidates observed in the data and the expected yields for 137 fb�1, for the629

backgrounds and H boson signal after the full event selection, are given in Table 3 for each of630

the 22 reconstructed event categories (described in Section 6.2) for the 105 < m4` < 140 GeV631

mass window around the Higgs boson peak. Figure 6 shows the number of expected and632

observed events for each of the categories.633

The reconstructed invariant masses of the Z1 and Z2 dilepton systems are shown in Fig. 7634

for 118 < m4` < 130 GeV, together with their 2D distribution in the 105 < m4` < 140 GeV635
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C E R N  Z A  UČE N I K E  I  N A S TAV N I K E

• CERN Masterclass radionica na jedan dan 
učenike srednjih škola pretvara u 
znanstvenike koji tragaju za Higgsovim 
bozonom 

• CERN Teacher Programme ugošćuje 
nastavnike na nekoliko dana i ući ih o fizici 
elementarnih čestica gdje zajedno 
pripremaju materijale koje oni kasnije mogu 
iskoristiti u nastavi
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